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Your en-route guidance

Traveling to Patagonia thru Argentina.

Arrival Buenos Aires Argentina

In flight, fill out all necessary customs forms. Upon arrival, go through customs in the airport and fill out the visa
form. Argentina will charge you a reciprocal visa fee at their international airport. Visa Fees as of Nov 1 2010. USA:
$131 USD, Canada: $70 USD, Australia: $100 USD. Chile has never charged another visa fee to enter Chile when
you enter at a remote border crossing. Every indication is that this policy will continue.

There is a money exchange booth in the baggage terminal called Global Exchange. Do not exchange money here.
For the best possible rate, go to the Banco de la Nacion booth that is located just outside the customs area and
to the left. We recommend only taking out the cash you expect to use on taxi's, and snacks on your way to and
from Futaleufu. The bank in Futaleufu will not exchange Argentine pesos to Chilean pesos, they will however change
$20's in US dollars. We feel in this part of Patagonia, US dollars is the most flexible currency. Traveler's checks are
difficult to exchange for their full value. Exchile can always change your US dollars to Chilean Pesos. However torn
or marked dollars can not be exchanged in Chile or Argentina. It is worth getting new bills from your bank before
you depart the US.

Remember you are in a big city of another country and you may stand out as a foreigner. Argentineans are helpful,
but be cautious with your baggage, or ploys to distract you from it. Always settle on your cab fare before you start
your trip.

Transfer to Domestic Airport AEP: From the international airport in Buenos Aires (EZE - Ezeiza,), you will transfer
by bus (~$20, 1 hr 15 minutes); or taxi ( ~ $50 USD 1 hr), to the national airport (AEP - Aeroparque). Your
flight schedule should allow three hours between the arrival of the international and departure of the national flight.
Before purchasing a bus transfer ticket between airports, check which of the three bus companies will depart the
earliest. The bus usually will stop at an intermediate terminal before heading on to the national airport. Be sure to
ask before you get off, if you are indeed at the national airport. If you arrive late or are feeling a little hesitant about
the bus option, we strongly suggest taking a taxi. They are usually 15 minutes faster and involve little hassle.

Airline Check In: When checking your baggage in for a domestic flight in Argentina remember the international
baggage allowance is greater than the national baggage allowance within Argentina. They may try to ask for baggage
fees. Tell them you have just arrived on an international flight and if your baggage is within the international limits
they should not charge you additional fees. Show them your International ticket and baggage checks. From the
national airport, you will fly to your next destination, either Esquel or in some cases Bariloche, Argentina.

Traveling to Peninsula Valdez via Puerto Madryn We recommend taking the bus

to Puerto Madryn. There are many afternoon and night buses to Puerto Madryn. If you miss your bus ask to be put
on next. Take a taxi or shared van to your reserved hotel for a relaxing night before your trip pick up the next day.
Give the airline the name of your hotel to the airline in the unlikely case of delayed baggage.
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